COVID-19
Hire Policies and
Procedures

1. Please follow the government guidelines on social distancing where possible. If you are engaging in
community sport, please maintain strict hygiene practices before and after playing.
2. Please follow the government's hygiene requirements.
3. Please ensure you sanitise before entering your designated hire room/stadium and upon leaving the
room/stadium.
4. YMCA has a contract register available at Reception, each person who enters the centre is required to
check in and out. We will be using the Government QR system. For those who cannot use this, a
manual register will be available. Please sanitise before and after the signing in/out process.
5. The individual leading the hire group, will be responsible for organising and setting up the room to
ensure appropriate social distancing is met, if applicable.
6. If any cutlery or crockery is utilised, there much be no sharing between participants. These will need
to be loaded into the dishwasher which will need to be turned on before you leave. Any food present
will need to be supplied according to the public health guidance and standard hygiene practices must
be adhered to.
7. No food is to be left in the cupboards or fridges. If so, it will be disposed off.
8. Any sport equipment required, such as balls etc., will need to be provided by the hire group.

AUCKLAND Gathering Restricitons:
Hire groups may have up to 100 in a defined space so long as 1m physical distancing can be adhered to.
If a hire group is not able to maintain 1m physical distancing during their booking,
the gatherings must be restricted to bubbles with a maximum of 10 people per defined space.
YMCA will ensure:
That all surfaces in the room will be disinfected after each use by hire groups
That frequently used surfaces will be disinfected regularly

